Walmart obd2

Articles explain what certain devices are for but sometimes it can be too technical for you to
understand. How are you supposed to find the best cheap products for your car when there are
too many technical aspects? In this article, we will not only explain in simple terms what an
OBD2 scanner is but we will also explain which ones are the best value for money. This
technology is designed to indicate when something needs to be done on your vehicle, as there
is a technical issue that requires your attention. By doing this a mechanic is able to read the
diagnostic trouble codes DTCs to understand the problem without having to remove car parts.
The OBD system originated in California. OBD2 is known as a higher level protocol, almost like
a language whereas CAN bus is a method of communication. The OBD2 can use up to five
different signal protocols for communication. An OBD2 has an integrated identifier and data.
The data is split into Mode, PID and data bytes. You can convert this data using an online
program to confirm the result of your message. For message requests, the data will be between
A. For responses, the 0 is replaced by 4 i. There are up to 10 modes. These will need to be
converted to decimal form before they can be used in the PID formula calculations. For the
hobbyist, the OBD2 data can be helpful and an interesting bit of information. You will find many
OBD2 devices that can give you access to this data in many different ways. These devices are
used in static reading and clearing of diagnostic trouble codes. These devices vary by their
degree of code coverage and features. This can be helpful to analyze patterns and correlations.
A data logger gives you a black box view of patterns before and after the diagnostic code has
started. These devices have integrated Bluetooth and Wi-Fi features that can help with fuel
efficiency. These also prevent unsafe driving and allow remote diagnostics through the OBD-II
supported parameters. High end models can even provide a live health check. Why we like it:
This tiny device is everything you need in a diagnostic scanner. It works on all vehicles from
onwards. This device also comes in two models. Technical Specs This device is a 16 pin OBD2
connector that you plug into your car and connect to any application of your choice
downloadable from Google or Windows. It is 1. Although this tiny scanner can fit in the palm of
your hand, it gives you all the services you need to properly maintain your vehicle. Design
Specifications Accompanying the stylish black plastic device there is a bit adaptor piece with
nonslip grip grids on the sides of the scanner. That makes for easy grip even if your hands are
slippery from sweat or oil. Functionality With this device, you can receive definition codes
directly without using Google or DTC dictionary. Fix any problems directly without going to a
professional mechanic. You can receive live data in text and graph making this scanner more
user-friendly. There are three LED lights on the code reader with three different colors
indicating what the diagnostics of your car is:. The Foxwell reads freeze frame data, reads
engine fault codes and effortlessly determines the cause of MIL. This turns off the engine light
and erases the fault codes after the issue has been dealt with. System Specs This device can
read and erase codes as well as give you an extensive view of your vehicle information. It has a
2. The Foxwell gives you live data and unit of measure. You get full diagnostic reports for
possible causes of the problem and additional resources for repairs. It can also do smog
checks and live data. All of this gives you a comprehensive tool to find solutions. Design
Specifications The Foxwell NT has a bright orange and black plastic exterior with a bright
screen to clearly display your data. Why we like it: This OBD scanner has a bright screen with
easy to understand navigation. It also comes with an easy to understand instruction manual.
You can set this device to several different languages such as English, Spanish, Dutch,
German, Japanese, Polish and more, making it relevant worldwide. Functionality This powerful
diagnostic tool can read and erase codes easily. That means you can use it anywhere. Its size is
63 x Why we like it: They call the SeekOne Sk a professional car doctor. With the precision of a
surgeon, this device is able to pick up faults quickly and easily making the life of a mechanic
that much more simple. The SeekOne Sk comes with a lifetime of free software updates and you
can print your data by connecting the device to a PC. It does test data reviews as well as check
the battery of your vehicle. System Specs This device measures 7. You can use this for over 43
car manufacturers as well as generic codes. Design Specifications The SK is quite bulky with
rubber bumpers, but this makes it durable too. The eight button navigation system with a bright
screen makes navigation easy. It has all the functionalities you need to check your vehicle on a
regular basis. You can store it in a center console, a toolbox, a carry bag and even in the glove
compartment. The Topdon works quick and can connect to your vehicle in less than six
seconds. The Topdon comes in a plastic cover with all the details at the back on how to use
your device. Functionality This tiny powerful device can read and display DTCs rapidly as well
as erase them at the click of a button. Your car information such as VIN numbers are available
easily. This device is basic to use as it has one input. Technical Specs The Topdon is a small
device with a size of 4. The two button display helps you navigate through all the options on the
display screen effortlessly. This helps you keep your vehicles in check as the app will inform

you if there is anything seriously wrong with one of them. The app has some add-ons which
teach you about fixed roadside assistance. Thanks to wireless syncing with your SmartPhone
so you can use the app wherever you are. Functionality The app is easy to understand as it
gives you a direct timeline of your car and how to take care of your vehicle. You can view in
real-time the severity of the situation and how to fix the problem proactively. A user can see the
severity when the check engine light comes on and detects how many problems there are as
well as how to fix them. The Fixd app also gives you a vehicle timeline which alerts you
whenever your car is due for a service. System Specs The Fixd scanner app has a multi-vehicle
function so you can sync more than one car to it. It has no wires, screens or buttons; however,
it connects to SmartPhones and tablets allowing you to use the Fixd app. The device will also
give you advice on how to fix the fault codes. This device comes with an easy to use app called
RepairSolutions free of charge. You also get a break down on repair costs and verified fixes.
Functionality Enjoy the benefits of live data to give you an accurate reading of your diagnostics.
It has a quick erase code clearing to help you work faster. It resets the oil service light on most
and newer manufactured vehicles. This device can also test your battery and alternator for
performance diagnostics, making it quite versatile. It measures at 6. Design Specifications The
Innova has a black plastic exterior design with nine blue buttons interface. The latter can be
confusing for newbies. This versatile device is designed for simplicity ensuring rapid and
accurate diagnostics for timely repairss. It also has a pull out leg so the device can stand on its
own. Live data systems Freeze frame data Vehicle information Onboard monitor tests O2 sensor
test Component test This makes it a comprehensive solution. Once again an eight key interface
could seem complicated for some users. Red for permanent fault Yellow for temporary fault
Green for no fault This is easy enough for anyone to understand. It gives you complete
diagnostic information such as ABS, airbags and climate control. The brand continues to
update all their software so you can have an updated version on your scanner at all times. The
BlueDriver Bluetooth Pro includes an official certified license for Apple and Android devices so
you can bring up your diagnostics on your phone. The BlueDriver app and BlueDriver sensor
work hand in hand to ensure the quality of your readings. Functionality This device not only
scans and gives you feedback on potential problems, but it also gives you suggestions on how
you can fix these issues. The scanner has a simplified code reader with all the functionality
expensive scanners have at a fraction of the cost. It can read and clear CEL codes as well as
enhanced codes. You can save all your data to a CSV file as an easy storage option. When you
receive the device, there will be a QR scanner on the box which allows you to go straight to the
application. The Nonda comes with some of the best software and gives you the finest
customization options that not many other applications can offer. It connects to your vehicle
fast without any complications. The app installation is fast and it has a user-friendly interface. It
comes with a free to install ZUS application that is downloadable with regular updates, so you
always have access to the latest features on the market. The app will alert you instantly if it
senses any problems with your engine. Design Specifications This compact device is only 1. To
start becoming a pro, keep reading. Kobra ELM 2. Foxwell NT 3. Autel AutoLink AL 4. SeekOne
SK 5. Small and light Durable You can use more than one app. Possible application connection
issues Compatibility issues with some cars. Affordable price Excellent vehicle coverage Both
audio and visual. Compactable Easy to use Can be connected to a vehicle fast. The cord is too
short Very basic with not much information The screen is too small. View on Amazon. Easy to
understand The app allows multiple cars to be used on one app You can use it anywhere. The
app may not connect Videos run slow It may take up cellular data. User-friendly Durable Video
assistance from the app. Live data systems Freeze frame data Vehicle information Onboard
monitor tests O2 sensor test Component test. Red for permanent fault Yellow for temporary
fault Green for no fault. Light and durable User friendly It picks up data rapidly. Has advanced
mode 6 data readings Repair report User-friendly. Instability in transmission Flaws with the app
Is not compatible with Windows Smartphones. User-friendly app Brilliant display Real-time
monitoring. Send this to a friend Your email Recipient email Send Cancel. Here are the best
OBD2 scanners for reading, analyzing and clearing diagnostic trouble codes on your own. Over
the decades, computer chips and control electronics have become as critical as any
mechanicals for a vehicle's operation. Many of the mechanical systems in a car -- be it the
engine and transmission, emission controls, suspension, brakes, safety features , accessories
and even the tires -- are managed by an increasingly complicated network of electrical sensors
and electronic controls. That's where onboard diagnostics come in, and why an OBD2 scanner
has become a key tool to understand, maintain and repair modern vehicles. DIY types, or
anyone who wants to stay on top of what's going on inside their vehicle and possibly save a few
bucks, can make good use out of an OBD2 code reader. It's equally clear that choosing an
OBD2 diagnostic scan tool can be intimidating, and that's why we've assembled this list of the

best OBD2 scanners. There are hundreds if not a thousand scanners out there in auto parts
stores, discount stores and at the far fringes of the internet, with prices varying by literally
thousands of dollars. Many are excellent, regardless of price. Many are junk, with nothing like
legitimate product support. Our best list includes the right OBD2 scanner tool for every purpose
and buyer, and we'll update it periodically. Stay tuned afterwards for an overview of how
scanners work, what they can do, our methodology for choosing them, key things to consider
before purchasing and some pro tips. The CarScan Pro delivers pro-grade functionality at a
consumer price. It can decipher virtually every diagnostic trouble code, or DTC, that a car can
generate. It can scan virtually every individual control module in the car, including more recent
developments like tire-pressure monitors in newer vehicles, and not just basic universal
systems like the engine and emissions controls. It can run a simulated smog test, evaluate the
battery and alternator and show live data for engine operation, anti-lock braking and other
systems during a road test. It ranks faults based on importance and shows "Freeze Frame"
data, or a snapshot of exactly what was going on in the car when its control electronics
triggered the trouble code to begin with. This car diagnostic tool can even predict a DTC that's
likely to flash in the near future. Yet what separates the CarScan Pro diagnostic scanner from
most OBD2 scan tools is bidirectional control -- a feature sometimes called active testing. The
CarScan Pro allows you to send commands to your vehicle to test the functionality of a given
system, just like a tech at a dealership. It can make adjustments the car manufacturer allows in
its control software -- say small changes in idle speed -- and disable certain modules in advance
of mechanical repairs. Car enthusiasts fond of the early s will appreciate one more CarScan Pro
feature: With the right connection adapter, it can also scan OBD1 diagnostics in many cars built
before This car scanner has a large, crisp, color screen, an intuitive user interface, quick-read
LEDs that help classify issues fast and hot keys that minimize the number of menus and
selections required to get where you want to go. It's fully self-contained in a high-impact plastic
case, with a thorough manual and full-time, US-based phone and web support, but it also allows
Wi-Fi or Bluetooth connection to both Apple and Android smartphones. With Innova's
RepairSolutions2 app, the connection opens this car code reader to a range of data on the
internet, including repair tutorials, maintenance recommendations and direct links to finding
parts. It's everything a car hobbyist is likely to need at a price thousands of dollars below
professional, dealership-style OBD2 scan tools. It offers nearly all the features available in
higher-end dedicated devices for the price of a basic dedicated OBD2 corded scanner.
BlueDriver can read trouble codes, like other so-called Bluetooth dongles, with an easily
understood description of the problem as opposed to an alphanumeric designation you have to
look up. It can clear codes, of course, and display Freeze Frame data a snapshot of what was
happening in the vehicle when the fault code was triggered. The Bluetooth scanner can run a
simulated smog test and show live, operational data from the engine and chassis as the vehicle
operates. It can save or print reports describing problems, potential causes and possible fixes.
This dongle connects to Identifix -- a database used by auto repair shops with millions of
potential solutions, no subscription required -- and ranks the potential problems that triggered
the trouble code to begin with. It also ranks possible repairs. We'd guess that's a better start
than Googling potential causes and fixes, in terms of time efficiency and maybe even cost. The
phone app has clean, easy to process graphics, and the package comes with US-based support
via phone, email or live chat. This OBD scanner beauty comes from the world's largest auto
supplier, and one of the oldest names in automotive electrics and diagnostics. If there's an
OBD2 code reader that works on any given Asian, European or North American vehicle built
over the last 25 years, this is it. The ADS is a inch tablet wrapped in a thick rubber case, but
that's only the start of the handheld scanner kit. There's a separate wireless Vehicle Connection
Interface the size of a small smartphone that can also interface with a PC, and a docking and
charging station. The OBD connection cable has a light and built-in voltmeter, and there's an AC
adapter just in case you forgot to set the ADS back in the docking station. This code reader
allows full bidirectional control, or the maximum manipulation and calibration allowed in a
manufacturer's software controls. It delivers full-color OE wiring diagrams, component and
module locations, confirmed fixes, maintenance procedures, service bulletins and Bosch Repair
Source -- a comprehensive service and repair information library. It has 5-megapixel front and
rear cameras to share photos or include them in vehicle scan reports. It also has a vehicle
noise, vibration and harshness analyzer and a web browser for full internet access. Last but not
least, it comes with a lifetime warranty as long as you maintain a diagnostic subscription. If the
price of this diagnostic tool still seems a bit steep for shade-tree use, you can add it to your
wish list. FIXD is a reasonably priced scan tool for anyone who's interested in vehicle care and
maintenance, with a twist. This compact wireless OBD2 scanner dongle is designed to stay in a
vehicle's OBD2 port all the time, and it sends push notifications to its corresponding app on an

Apple or Android smartphone. It helps DIY beginners better understand proper vehicle care, and
it provides useful comparison information. FIXD will actively scan a vehicle's diagnostic system
at your request, report trouble codes in plain English and clear them permanently, if they're
reporting something simple like a loose gas cap. FIXD can provide a limited amount of live data
on the vehicle's operation. And if the check engine light pops on, FIXD will automatically send a
notification to your phone, so you can learn what the trouble code is reporting and start
thinking about what to do next. FIXD also provides scheduled maintenance reminders for the
specific make and model, per the manufacturer's recommendations, and advises when it might
be time to check wear items like batteries, tires and wiper blades. Premium provides cost and
repair estimates from the Identifix database and unlimited calls to a hotline staffed by
ASE-certified mechanics. These folks can provide do-it-yourself advice or a second opinion on
a service shop's estimate. Even without the subscription upgrade, FIXD will keep you posted on
what's happening inside your OBD2 vehicle and provide a trust gauge to help evaluate what a
professional mechanic might be telling you. CarScan Advisor code reader covers all the
essentials: reading, deciphering and clearing check engine light trouble codes; battery tests
and smog test evaluation; system diagnostics for ABS codes on most cars; and Freeze Frame
data that captures what was going on when an error code was triggered. It displays a range of
Live Data when a vehicle is running -- RPM, fluid temperatures, fuel injection data -- that can aid
diagnosis in all cases. This OBD2 scanner's patented all-in-one screen is big and easy to read
for the price. Everything is packaged in a large, rugged case. It comes with the same support
and thorough manual as Innova's more expensive scanners, as well access to the
internet-connected Repair Solutions 2 app. CarScan Advisor delivers a reliable, easy-to-master
dedicated OBD2 scanner for a moderate investment. It's a great choice for owners who plan to
keep higher-mileage vehicles on the road indefinitely, and a good choice for hobbyists who buy
and sell cars regularly -- or for the person friends seek when they're in the market for a used
car. The MaxiDiag MD code reader is built by a company known worldwide for professional
automotive diagnostic equipment and products that compete with those manufactured by
Bosch. The MD is similar to our best overall pick, the Innova CarScan Pro, with pro-level
features at a consumer-targeted price. That means all the essential reading of OBD2 codes,
clearing and analyzing features and bidirectional control, which lets you target which systems
will be analyzed and to disable or enable certain features built into the car builders' control
programs. The MD OBD2 scanner is packaged in a more rectangular shape, which some people
might prefer, and its hard plastic case is surrounded by a thick rubber grip that adds another
layer of impact protection. On the downside, its screen is narrower than the CarScan Pro's, and
it has fewer keys. Operation can require an extra layer of menus. Nonetheless, you won't go
wrong with the MaxiDiag MD scan tool. It's everything an auto hobbyist is likely to need. It
comes from a company with a professional history, known for good product support. With four
keys and a simple menu, the Ancel BD delivers the basic functions every scan tool should. It
also has a handy dash-vent attachment for easy, safe display while driving, and it can present a
range of live operating data-temperatures, fuel use, spark advance and more while the vehicle is
under load. The "hybrid" part comes when you pair the BD scan tool to a smartphone via
Bluetooth, then switch to operating it with Ancel's app for Apple or Android. With the graphics
capability of your smartphone, the BD offers even more data presented in various forms,
including gauges and graphs. It can also record familiar trip-computer functions like average
speed, time and fuel consumption. It offers strengths inherent to both dedicated OBD2 scanners
and Bluetooth dongles in a single device. Ancel builds a wide variety of automotive diagnostic
equipment. Anself sells a strange range of hundreds of products, from telescopic back
scratchers to inexpensive condenser microphones to watt solar panels to yoga balls straight
outta China. Sound dicey? Maybe it is, but here's what you get for your fourteen bucks: The
cable, a manual and a CD with software that can turn your Windows laptop into an OBD2
scanner. The manual is not always easy to understand, but you can glean chunks of useful
information. At the very least you can probably leverage the cable to run more familiar apps like
Torque Pro for PC on your laptop, and that could provide most of the functions expected in an
OBD2 scan tool and more. The point? You can go with an established product, play it safe and
spend more, and probably get what you pay for including, with the right brands, good support.
Or you can roll the dice and try some of the really cheap stuff that's out there on the web. We're
reasonably sure you could get the Anself OBD2 to USB cable to work to read a lot of the check
engine light codes a vehicle generates, and clear them, and maybe even learn a bit more about
what's going on in the car. The consequences of failure probably aren't catastrophic. The likely
worst case is that you throw in the towel and bring your vehicle to a local auto parts store for a
free code read. If this "onboard diagnostics" stuff sounds intimidating, the basics are actually
fairly simple. It started in the s, when the US government mandated that all vehicles beginning

with the model year be equipped with a standard self-diagnostic system called OBD2 for
onboard diagnostics, generation 2 , primarily to monitor emissions control systems. Since then,
OBD2 has grown ever more sophisticated, monitoring ever more systems, but the process
remains the same. When OBD2 records a problem, it creates a fault or diagnostic trouble code,
then lights a warning on the vehicle dash often that ubiquitous check engine light.
Fundamentally, an ODB2 scan tool reads and reports those trouble codes. It plugs into the car's
diagnostic block, often called the OBD2 port -- an easy-to-identify, trapezoid-shaped female
connector, noted in the owner's manual and typically located under the dash or near the
steering column. Then it scans the OBD2 system to find the faults or trouble codes. Now, those
codes are in fact codes , or five-place alphanumeric designations. Code P, for example, means
the catalytic converter is not operating properly. The most rudimentary OBD2 scanners still
simply report the error code, and you will have to check a reference manual or head for the
internet to learn what P means. But in , the right, still modestly priced OBD2 scanner will tell you
what the code definition is in English or multiple languages without having to look it up. All
OBD2 scanners should be able to clear the code, though the check engine light will likely flash
again within a few miles if the actual problem generating the code hasn't been fixed. And there
are a lot of codes -- upwards of 5, and more all the time, according to experts. P means
"catalytic converter not operating properly" no matter the brand or vehicle. Then there are a few
thousand more codes specific to the vehicle manufacturer such as Chevy, Ford or Toyota, and
only Chevy, Ford or Toyota. A better OBD2 code reader will read the manufacturer codes, too,
and explain those in English. Most will confirm the vehicle's VIN and show you a Freeze Frame,
or a rundown of key data points in the car at the moment the check engine trouble code was
triggered, to help pinpoint what caused the problem. Most will report Live Data -- a potentially
long list of data points like fluid temperatures, engine speed and load, fuel injection and spark
rate, sensor operation and so on while the car is running. It's like the full set of gauges most
cars no longer have, and then some, and another valuable diagnostic tool. Many OBD2
scanners will conduct a simulated smog test, checking the same things a service shop will
check before it signs off on a smog certificate, and give you a good idea if the car will pass or
fail in its current condition. They'll save or print reports with potential causes and possible
repairs. The best can send commands to a car's individual control modules and even turn them
off and on. They let you make finite adjustments that the vehicle manufacturer allows in its
control software and calibrate the tire pressure monitor system, or TPMS. OBD2 scanners are
less expensive than ever, but competition makes the supply side of the market wilder than ever.
Anyone who has carefully shopped for a mattress will understand. There's a handful of
established players, a bunch of upstarts and a vast expanse of noise. Even the respected
companies will build essentially identical scanners with different model numbers and
insignificant appearance changes to sell through different retailers sometimes at different
prices. Differences are sometimes hard to discern. Depending on where you live and what you
drive, a decent OBD2 scanner can pay for itself in relatively short order, if only through the fuel
and time saved by avoiding trips to the local auto parts store for a free code read. OBD2 code
readers don't have to be expensive, but every car hobbyist or do-it-yourselfer should probably
have one in the tool kit. The list of the best OBD2 scanners above runs the gamut from the least
expensive way to check engine trouble codes on your vehicle to excellent car enthusiast-type
devices to a probably-too-expensive, full-professional mega scan tools. We evaluated reports
from testing labs and scanned user ratings at popular shopping sites. Before you choose an
OBD2 code reader, consider the following pointers. And before you click "Confirm Order," have
a look at our pro tips below. Its primary purpose: What do you plan to do with an OBD2 scan
tool? If you just want to know what that check engine idiot light in the dash is telling you, or you
want to independently evaluate what a repair shop is reporting, and maybe turn the light off if
it's lit for something like a loose gas cap or a replaced EGR valve, you don't need to spend
much. Even when the problem is solved, a basic OBD2 scanner remains a valuable tool if you or
someone you know is looking for an inexpensive used car. If, on the other hand, you're an
automotive enthusiast, a frequent do-it-yourself person or the friend nonenthusiasts come to for
car advice, it's certainly worth spending more. More expensive scanners can have broader
make and model coverage. An OBD2 code reader with the right features will help you look
deeper into a car's control systems, troubleshoot problems and settle on appropriate repairs. A
better one can help you analyze vehicle performance, optimize efficiency and better understand
how a vehicle works. The best are good enough that, if you intend to make money fixing cars,
you could use them to get started. Eventually, though, you're probably going to need one of
those expensive pro-grade models. Dropping big bucks on a OBD2 scan tool isn't necessary if
you're only reading and clearing error codes from time to time. The dedicated hand-held scan
tool is a self-contained device that plugs into the OBD2 port via cable preferably long enough to

reach from inside the car to the engine bay and does its job. It has its own screen, buttons,
software and computer chip. This type is usually a fairly small, plastic device that plugs into the
OBD2 port and then connects to a smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth. Its job is to wirelessly
transmit data from the vehicle's OBD2 system to the phone, where that data is processed and
presented by the dongle manufacturer's control app. With a Bluetooth OBD2 scanner, the
quality of its manufacturer's software is paramount. The primary advantage of the Bluetooth
device, if it isn't obvious: lower cost. Why pay for a screen and computer chip when your
smartphone already has those? A Bluetooth OBD2 code reader dongle uses those components
on your phone, where the screen and the chip are probably much higher quality than you need
for this task. If the typical cost advantage in a Bluetooth OBD2 scanner sounds like a
no-brainer, you should consider the more subtle issues. Dedicated scanners are in important
respects more efficient to use, and if you use the code reader regularly to diagnose check
engine lights, or for longer sessions, speed and simplicity matter. With a self-contained
scanner, you never have to worry about the quality of the Bluetooth connection, your phone
charge or the strength of your Wi-Fi or cellular signal the typical Bluetooth OBD2 scanner relies
on access to internet databases. You won't be interrupted by incoming calls or notifications
while you're using it. A good dedicated scanner is more impact-impervious than a smartphone,
and drops are probably inevitable. Many Bluetooth scanners want to sell you upgrade
subscriptions, and some of the apps have ads. A dedicated OBD2 scanner in many respects is
more efficient to use than a Bluetooth smartphone dongle. It probably goes back to the first
thing you need to know when buying an OBD2 scanner: your primary purpose for doing so. And
maybe how often you plan to use it. The great majority of OBD2 scanners sold today will work
on the great majority of vehicles built for model year and beyond. Yet for fairly arcane reasons,
there are exceptions to this assumption of universal application a few companies still build
scanners for specific makes. Most reputable scan tool manufacturers have application checkers
on their websites, so play it safe. When you think you know what scanner you want, check to
ensure that it will work on cars you might regularly want to use it on. And if you plan to buy a
Bluetooth-based scanner, there's another potentially embarrassing mistake. The control apps
that connect with the OBD2 dongle are specific to the operating system on the phone, tablet or
PC that's going to run the app. Some manufacturers have an app for Android or Apple, but not
for other OSes, much less for Windows devices. Confirm that there's an app that will work on
your device. There's one more word of caution to note here. With some OBD2 scanners, some
of the features or commands may not work on every make or model of automobile. This is
largely a function of how the automakers build their control architecture or operating software.
Some brands are just more particular about what they'll let people see, and who they'll let see it.
This applies particularly with scanners that allow bidirectional control or adjustments within the
vehicle's control software. As a rule of thumb, US automakers generally allow the most access.
Higher-end European brands allow the least. Again, you can sometimes learn something using
the application checker on manufacturer websites. Often you can find the OBD2 scanner's
operating manual online, so look at that, too. An OBD2 scanner is a valuable tool to help figure
out what might be wrong with a car and help get it fixed. An OBD2 scanner is primarily intended
to help figure out what might be wrong with a vehicle and then help get it fixed. It can reset
certain parameters once the repairs are accomplished. More capable scanners can make finite
adjustments in certain vehicle systems. An OBD2 scanner is not a flash programmer -- a device
that can actually rewrite the carmaker's control code in search of more horsepower from the
engine or different transmission shift points. Flash programmers are a thing, but they're a
different beast entirely, and typically auto-brand specific. Finally, when it comes to OBD2
scanners, don't underestimate the value of product support. Even the most confident
do-it-yourself folk will have questions about what the code reader might be telling them, or
something that doesn't seem to be working as it should. Beyond limitations noted in the list, the
manufacturers of our best scanners should be able to provide answers to your questions, and
in reasonably short order. Product support includes software updates. The reputable brands
update their OBD2 scanner software regularly -- at least once a year -- so stay on top of it. The
updates are usually easy to install, from a PC or over the air. Climb in the driver's seat for the
latest car news and reviews, delivered to your inbox twice weekly. Be respectful, keep it civil
and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to
read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Roadshow editors pick the
products and services we write about. When you buy through our links, we may get a
commission. Roadshow staff. The best OBD2 scanner overall. Innova CarScan Pro Model Jump
to details. The best Bluetooth smartphone OBD2 scanner. The best OBD2 scanner if money is
no object or if you're a paid professional. The best leave-it-in-all-the-time OBD2 Bluetooth
dongle. The best dedicated OBD2 scanner on a budget. Innova CarScan Advisor Model The best

high-end consumer-class OBD2 scanner with a candy-bar grip. The best hybrid OBD2 scanner.
The best OBD2 scanner option from the bottom of the barrel. Includes a PC interface dock, front
and rear cameras, NVH analyzer, volt meter, wiring diagrams, Bosch repair library and internet
browser. Solid foundation, easy interface, big screen and good support. Screen is narrower and
interface takes a bit more work. Connects to a phone app via Bluetooth for cool graphics and
bigger database. Should read codes and clear idiot lights. Enlarge Image. Discuss: Best OBD2
scanners for Everything a high-level do-it-yourselfer or car hobbyist is likely to need, with pro
features, easy interface, a real manual and good support. The same features as some pricier
dedicated scanners, ranks potential fixes, delivers great smartphone graphics and active
support. Everything an OBD2 scanner can do. Solid basic scanner functions; sends push
notifications to your phone when the check-engine light flashes and explains the fault. CarScan
Advisor Takes cues from the best overall scanner for a lot less. The same pro-grade features
and function as best overall, packaged in a rectangular unit. Compact basic dedicated scanner
with unique dash mount for Live Data. Comes with a software disk that could turn your laptop
into an OBD2 scanner. Sort by Author Post time Ascending Descending. Rotate image Save
Cancel. Breaking news: See More. Next Last. Are your eyes just plain-old 3D? Is your lambo too
ho-hum? Have you always wanted to have a HUD in real life, not just in video games? Well, now
you can: drive your car into the future with a speedometer projected onto your windshield!
Nearby Walmart locations:. I got all excited! Be careful what you plug into your OBD port.
Electrical problems are not fun. How responsive is it? Rare occurrence in my opinion but still
possible. This connects to your ODB ii port. They make a backup camera that also connects to
your ODB ii port. Does anyone know why they used the ODB ii port instead of just the 12V like
almost every other similar device? I don't even know why anyone would really mention that.
Hell, Allstate has you put a device into your OBD2 port to monitor your driving habits all the
time, and a bunch of customers do it. On another note, if people do decide to get this, they
should realize that they might have to put that plastic clear sticker onto the windshield. Up vote
for the lol descriptions. Heatware Homer Simpson - Marge, don't discourage the boy! Weaseling
out of things is what separates us from animals - except for the weasel. I've been using one
these for about 8 years now. I think I got it at dealextreme. I now have it on my Ridgeline which
is US built. I only need to shift my eyes slightly to the bottom left of the windshield to see the
speed, which my device can be manually adjusted if it is reading the speed too fast or too slow.
I'm so used to having the heads up display that when I drive a rental, I find it much slower and a
bit of a hassle to look down at the speedometer. I also didn't put the sticker on the windshield.
Felt the double display to be minor. Last edited by etownjack on Jan 6th, pm, edited 2 times in
total. Scosche is a well-known brand. They make a lot of accessories for installing aftermarket
head units car radios in vehicles. I would be surprised if this thing blew up your ECM.
Regardless, do your research, read the reviews etc etc. I bought one last night but considering
returning it as it interferes with my ABS when starting up. To me it displays other info such as
battery voltage, radiator and etc is useful at times but I feel it's not that much different than
glancing at your dash for speed and rpm. Your eye focus is still momentary off the road either
looking at this hud or your dash. Might be more useful for those vehicles with the dash at the
center though. It seems blue driver might be better choice to look at some of these realtime
data. That's not a problem if you drive the car regular
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ly. But I learned the hard way that it's not much fun if you park your car for a month or so at an
airport lot and expect your car to start when you get home. This always-on power issue isn't a
problem if you connect only using the 12VDC plug because that circuit is controlled by the
ignition switch. That can take minutes on a cloudy day. Once it has a signal the GPS speedo is
very accurate. Another issue is that while the windshield display generally works well in normal
light, there will be problems on very sunny days and at night. The reflective film helps but it's
not a total solution. Just don't expect to depend on it for everyday use to replace your
dashboard instrumentation. A problem unit can draw power regardless if the ODB is live. Maybe
that's why they are clearing them out. Can you turn off the HUD's "rpm" gauge? OoO in Ottawa.
Not sure if it actually reads throttle value and displays that but that'd probably be for newer
cars. Mine is a '02 toyota. Congrats to the Winners!

